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Abstract
We consider the self-similar measure on the complex plane C associated to an iterated function system (IFS) with probabilities.
From this IFS we deﬁne an operator in a complete metric space of inﬁnite matrices. Using the expression obtained in a previous
work of the authors, we prove that this operator has as ﬁxed point the moment matrix of the self-similar measure. As a consequence,
we obtain a very efﬁcient algorithm to compute the moment matrix of the self-similar measure. Finally, in order to estimate the rate
of convergence of the algorithm, we ﬁnd an upper bound of the norm of this contractive operator.
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1. Introduction
In this section we recall the concepts of self-similar measure and iterated function system (IFS) and some results
about moment matrices that we will need later. In the second section we prove a ﬁxed point theorem for the moment
matrices of self-similar measures laying on the unit ball. Finally, we extend the result to any IFS on the complex plane.
This theorem allows us to deﬁne an algorithm to obtain numerical approximation of the self-similar measure’s moment
matrix faster than the explicit formula obtained by the authors in [3]. A similar technique for the computation of the
Jacobi matrices associated to a class of measures larger than the class of self-similar measures was described in [10]
for the real line by G. Mantica. In the last section we give some examples and we show that the convergence of the
algorithm to the ﬁxed point is faster than the ratio that we obtain.
1.1. Moments of measures
Let  be the space of polynomials and  a measure with an inﬁnite number of points in its support. Then,
there exists a unique sequence of normalized orthogonal polynomials {P̂n(z)}∞n=1 associated to it (see [2] or [6,12]).
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Given two polynomials P(z),Q(z) ∈ , the expression
〈P(z),Q(z)〉 =
∫
Supp()
P (z)Q(z) d(z)
deﬁnes an inner product. If we take the canonical basis {zn}∞n=0 in , then cij = 〈zi, zj 〉 =
∫
zizj d(z) is called the
(i, j)-moment of the inﬁnite Gram matrix M = (cij ). We denote by Mn the n-section of M. We know that if the support
of  is bounded then the moments determine the measure. This will be the case for self-similar measures studied here.
1.2. Self-similar measures
Given a family {s}ks=1 of contractive maps deﬁned on a complete metric space, there exists a unique compactum
K satisfying K = ⋃ks=1s(K). This compactum is obtained as a limit in the metric space of compacta with the
Hausdorff metric, iterating the maps, taking as initial set any compactum of the space. We call this family {s}ks=1 an
IFS [1]. In all this work, the maps s (s = 1, . . . , k) are contractive similarities ( is a contractive similarity when
|(x) − (y)| = r|x − y|, 0r < 1, for all x, y) and we will denote it by an iterated functions system of similarities
(IFSS).
If we assign a probability ps > 0 to every s , with
∑k
s=1ps = 1, there exists a unique probability measure 
invariant for the Markov operator T, deﬁned over the set of Borel regular probability measures as T =∑ks=1ps−1s .
This measure with support K is called the self-similar measure  associated to the IFSS with probabilities  =
{1,2, . . . ,k;p1, p2, . . . pk}, and satisﬁes
=
k∑
s=1
ps
−1
s ,
∫
Supp()
f d=
k∑
s=1
ps
∫
Supp()
f ◦ s d,
for any continuous function on K. Moreover, if the s(K) are disjoints sets, then the measure  restricted to each subset
s(K) is, up to similarity, the same measure [7,8].
For more information on this subject see the books of Falconer and Mattila [5,11].
1.3. Moments matrix of self-similar measures
In order to study the relationship of a self-similar measure  with each of its image measures under the similarities
of the IFS which deﬁnes , we will use the following result about the transformation of a measure by a similarity, due
to Torrano [13].
Proposition 1. LetMn be the n-section of the moment matrix of a measure  inC. Consider the similarity(z)=z+
with ,  ∈ C. Then, the moment matrix Mn of the measure  ◦ −1 is given by Mn = AHn MnAn, where An is the
n-section of
A =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
(
0
0
)
00
(
1
0
)
01
(
2
0
)
02
(
3
0
)
03 . . .
0
(
1
1
)
10
(
2
1
)
11
(
3
1
)
12 . . .
0 0
(
2
2
)
20
(
3
2
)
21 . . .
0 0 0
(
3
3
)
30 . . .
...
...
...
...
. . .
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
,
and AHn denotes the conjugated transposed matrix of An.
In [4] the authors obtain the next matricial equation for the moment matrix of a self-similar measure:
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Theorem 1. Let={1,2, . . . ,k;p1, p2, . . . pk} be an IFSS with probabilities, where s(z)=sz+s , for every
s ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}, and let  be the associated invariant measure. Then, the sections Mn of the moment matrix of 
satisfy the following matrix relation
Mn =
k∑
s=1
psM
s
n ,
where Msn is the n-section of the moment matrix of the image measure under the similarity s . As a consequence, the
terms of M = (cij ) satisﬁes
ci,j = 1
1 −∑ks=1psiss j
k∑
s=1
ps
i,j∑
q=0,l=0(q,l)=(i,j)
(
i
q
)(
j
l
)
i−qs s
j−l
qs s
lcq,l . (1)
This recurrence relation for the moments of a self-similar measure on the complex plane generalizes the expression
given by Mantica in [9] for the real case.
2. A ﬁxed point theorem for moment matrices of self-similar measures laying in the unit ball
LetM∞ be the complex linear space of bounded matrices with the supremum norm, i.e., for M = (mij )∞i,j=0 ∈M∞
then ‖M‖sup = supi,j |mij |<∞ which is a complete metric space. We consider the subsetM1 ofM∞ of matrices
whose the element is equal to one, i.e.:
M1 = {M = (mij )∞i,j=0 ∈M∞|m00 = 1}.
Obviously the metric space (M1, ‖.‖sup) is complete since it is a closed subset of (M∞, ‖.‖sup).
Remark 1. If a contractive similarity(z)=z+ transforms the unit ball into the unit ball,(B(0, 1))=B(, ||) ⊂
B(0, 1), then we have that || + ||1 and ||1. Moreover, ||< 1 since the similarity is contractive.
Theorem 2. Let (z)= z +  a similarity contraction with || + ||< 1 and let A be the associated matrix deﬁned
in Proposition 1. Then, the transformationT : (M1, ‖.‖sup) → (M1, ‖.‖sup) deﬁned by
T(M) = AHMA, (2)
is contractive with ratio || + || when  = 0 and is constant if = 0.
Proof. Consider M = (mij ), M ′ = (m′ij ) ∈M1. Take C =T(M) −T(M ′). Since A = (aij ) is upper triangular
with aij =
(
j
i
)
i−1j−i , for ij , we have
C =T(M) −T(M ′) = AHMA − AHM ′A = AH (M − M ′)A =
(
cij
)
.
Now, we have to prove that ‖C‖sup(||+ ||)‖M −M ′‖sup. Note that c00 = (1, 0, 0..)t (M −M ′)(1, 0, 0..)=0, since
m00 − m′00 = 1 − 1 = 0. For (i, j) = (0, 0), we have
cij =
i,j∑
q=0,l=0
(q,l)=(0,0)
(
i
q
)(
j
l
)
i−qj−lql (mql − m′ql)
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hence
|cij |
i,j∑
q=0,l=0
(q,l)=(0,0)
(
i
q
)(
j
l
)
||i−q ||j−l ||q ||l |mql − m′ql |

i,j∑
q=0,l=0
(q,l)=(0,0)
(
i
q
)(
j
l
)
||i+j−q−l ||q+l sup
q,l
|mql − m′ql |
= sup
q,l
|mql − m′ql |
i,j∑
q=0,l=0
(q,l)=(0,0)
(
i
q
)(
j
l
)
||i+j−q−l ||q+l .
Therefore,
‖T(M) −T(M ′)‖sup = sup
ij
|cij |
‖M − M ′‖sup sup
(i,j) =(0,0)
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
i,j∑
q=0,l=0
(q,l)=(0,0)
(
i
q
)(
j
l
)
||i+j−q−l ||q+l
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭
= ‖M − M ′‖sup sup
(i,j) =(0,0)
{(|| + ||)i+j − ||i+j }.
We have the following cases:
(1) when || = 0 the above supremum is zero;
(2) when || = 0, || = 0, we have ‖T(M) −T(M ′)‖sup‖M − M ′‖sup||;
(3) when || = 0, || = 0, as || + ||< 1 we have
‖T(M) −T(M ′)‖sup‖M − M ′‖sup(|| + ||).
Therefore,T is a contraction in (M1, ‖.‖sup) with ratio (|| + ||), if  = 0 and is constant if = 0. 
Deﬁnition 1. Given an IFSS with probabilities  = {1,2, . . . ,k;p1, p2, . . . pk}, we deﬁne the transformation
T : (M1, ‖.‖sup) → (M1, ‖.‖sup) given by
T(M) =
k∑
s=1
psTs (M).
Note that the matrixT(M) is inM1 since its ﬁrst element is
∑k
s=1ps = 1.
Theorem 3. Let={1,2, . . . ,k;p1, p2, . . . pk}bean IFSSwith probabilities such that for every s ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k},
s(x) = sx + s satisﬁes |s | + |s |< 1.
Then, the transformationT : (M1, ‖.‖sup) → (M1, ‖.‖sup) deﬁned above is contractive. Moreover, its ﬁxed point
is the moment matrix of the self-similar measure associated to the IFSS .
Proof. Theorem 1 in the ﬁrst section (see [4]) shows that the moment matrix of the self-similar measure associated
to the IFSS  is a ﬁxed point of the transformation T(M). Now, we show that this transformation is contractive.
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Consider the matrices M = (mij ) and M ′ = (m′ij ) inM1. Then,
‖T(M) −T(M ′)‖sup
k∑
s=1
ps‖Ts (M) −Ts (M ′)‖sup

k∑
s=1
ps‖M − M ′‖sup(|s | + |s |)
‖M − M ′‖sup
k∑
s=1
ps sup
s
(|s | + |s |)
‖M − M ′‖sup sup
s
(|s | + |s |). 
3. The space of moment matrices of self-similar measures
When the ratios of the similarities of an IFSS are as in the above theorem, the support of the self-similar measure
lays into the unit ball, and all the moments are bounded. In other case, the moments of the self-similar measure are not
bounded and then neither is its moment matrix. In this section we deﬁne a new space of matrices with a different norm
in such a way that we move the problem to the unit ball as in the previous section.
Lemma 1. Let  = {1,2, . . . ,k;p1, p2, . . . pk} be an IFSS with probabilities. Let K and  be the self-similar
set and measure, respectively, invariant for . Let f be a similarity map. Then, the set f (K) is also a self-similar set
invariant for the following IFSS:
ff−1 = {f ◦ 1 ◦ f−1, f ◦ 2 ◦ f−1, . . . , f ◦ k ◦ f−1;p1, p2, . . . pk}.
The self-similar measure associated to this IFSS is the image measure by f of the self-similar measure , i.e., ff−1 =
 ◦ f−1.
Proof. It is clear that f (K) is a compact set. Since K is invariant for , we have
f (K) = f
(
k⋃
s=1
s(K)
)
=
k⋃
s=1
f ◦ s ◦ f−1(f (K)),
therefore, f (K) is invariant for ff−1.
In the same way, since  is invariant for , we have
 ◦ f−1 =
(
k∑
s=1
ps ◦ −1s
)
◦ f−1 =
k∑
s=1
ps( ◦ f−1) ◦ f ◦ −1s ◦ f−1,
therefore,  ◦ f−1 is invariant for ff−1 hence ff−1 =  ◦ f−1. 
Let an IFSS , the set K and the measure  be as above. Since K is a compact set, there exits a contractive central
dilation f (z) = z taking K into the unit ball. We consider a new spaceMf of inﬁnite matrix M such that AHf MAf is
inM1, i.e.,
Mf = {M|AHf MAf ∈M1} with ‖M‖f = ‖AHf MAf ‖sup ∀M ∈Mf .
It is easy to see that (Mf , ‖ · ‖f ) is a complete metric space because (M1, ‖ · ‖sup) is. Note that M ∈Mf we have
M ′ = AHf MAf ∈M1 iff M = AHf−1M ′Af−1 .
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Theorem 4. Consider the transformationT : (Mf , ‖ · ‖f ) → (Mf , ‖ · ‖f ) deﬁned as
T(M) =
k∑
s=1
psTs (M).
ThenT is a contractive map with the same ratio as the transformationTff−1 : (M1, ‖ · ‖sup) → (M1, ‖ · ‖sup).
Moreover, the unique ﬁxed point is the moment matrix of the self-similar measure .
Proof. First, let us see that the transformationT is well deﬁned, i.e., for all M ∈Mf ,T(M) ∈Mf . We have to
see that AHf T(M)Af is inM1. Since M ∈Mf there is a matrix M ′ ∈M1 such that M = AHf−1M ′Af−1 , hence
AHf T(M)Af = AHf T(AHf−1M ′Af−1)Af
=
k∑
s=1
psA
H
f A
H
s
AH
f−1M
′Af−1AsAf
=Tff−1(M ′) ∈M1.
Now, we will see thatT is contractive with the same ratio asTff−1 . Consider M1 and M2 inMf , then there are
two matrices M ′1 and M ′2 inM1 such that Mi = AHf−1M ′iAf−1 , (i = 1, 2), hence we have,
‖T(M1 − M2)‖f = ‖AHf T(M1 − M2)Af ‖sup
= ‖AHf T(AHf−1(M ′1 − M ′2)Af−1)Af ‖sup
=
∥∥∥∥∥
k∑
s=1
psA
H
f A
H
s
AH
f−1(M
′
1 − M ′2)Af−1AsAf
∥∥∥∥∥
sup
= ‖Tff−1(M ′1 − M ′2)‖sup
 max
s=1,...,k{|s | + |s |}‖M
′
1 − M ′2‖sup.
Therefore,T is contractive. We show next that its ﬁxed point is the moment matrix M of the self-similar measure
. Since ff−1 =  ◦ f−1, we have that M = AHf−1Mff−1Af−1 ∈Mf . Then
AHf T(M)Af =
k∑
s=1
psA
H
f A
H
s
AH
f−1Mff−1Af−1AsAf
=Tff−1(Mff−1)
= Mff−1 .
ThenT(M) = AHf−1Mff−1Af−1 = M. 
4. Computation of the moment matrix of a self-similar measure
The following examples show the efﬁciency of the algorithm to calculate the moments.
Example 1. LetL be the normalized Lebesgue measure in the interval [−1, 1]. This is a self-similar measure for the
IFS given by
= {1(x) = 1/2x − 1/2,2(x) = 1/2x + 1/2;p1 = p2 = 1/2},
andT(M) =∑2i=1 12AHiMAi .
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Let us iterate the transformationT 20 times starting with six order identity matrix, which is the moment matrix
for the Lebesgue measure in the unit circle:
T20(Id)
=
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1.0 0.0 0.3333333333 0.0 0.2000000000 0.0
0.0 0.3333333333 0.0 0.2000000000 0.0 0.1428571429
0.3333333333 0.0 0.2000000000 0.0 0.1428571429 0.0
0.0 0.2000000000 0.0 0.1428571429 0.0 0.1111111111
0.2000000000 0.0 0.1428571429 0.0 0.1111111111 0.0
0.0 0.1428571429 0.0 0.1111111111 0.0 0.09090909091
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ .
This matrix agrees (with 10 digits precision) with the well-known moment matrix (of sixth order) M of the measure
L. Since || + || = 12 + 12 = 1 we need a similarity f taking the support into (0, 1). Consider f (x) = x/2. The IFSS
ff−1 is given by
ff−1 =
{
f ◦ 1 ◦ f−1 =
x
2
− 1
4
, f ◦ 2 ◦ f−1 =
x
2
+ 1
4
;p1 = p2 = 1/2
}
.
Using the result in the above theorem, we have that as ‖T(M)‖f = ‖Tff−1(AHf MAf )‖sup and the norm of Tff−1
is bounded by 34 . Therefore, we only can assure that
‖T20 (Id − M)‖f (3/4)20‖AHf (id − M)Af ‖sup ≈ 0.003171211939‖AHf (id − M)Af ‖sup.
This shows that the bound obtained above is not very tight. We can try to tighten this bound taking the map f with ratio
smaller than 12 . Then, for any 	 we can take f (z) = f z with f < 	. In this case the norm of Tff−1 is bounded by
1
2 + f /2 12 + 	/2 for all 	 and we have
‖T20 (Id − M)‖f (1/2)20‖AHf (id − M)Af ‖sup ≈ 0.000000953674‖AHf (id − M)Af ‖sup.
Example 2. Let T be the Sierpinski triangle with basis on the [−1, 1] interval (Fig. 1).
Consider the uniform measure  on T, i.e., the log 3/ log 2-dimensional Hausdorff measure on T. This is a self-similar
measure for the IFS given by
= {1(z) = 1/2z − 1/2,2(z) = 1/2z + 1/2,3(z) = 1/2z +
√
3/2i;p1 = p2 = p3 = 1/3}.
Then, M is the ﬁxed point of the transformationT(M) =∑3i=1 13AHiMAi .
If we iterate the transformation 20 times starting with the identity matrix we obtain an approximation of the 5-section
of the moment matrix of the measure :
T20 (Id)
=
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
1.0 −0.5773497187 i −0.3333326976 0.4123924989 i 0.6190467108
0.5773497187 i 0.7777771420 −0.7056492891 i −0.6825382899 0.8918905074 i
−0.3333326976 0.7056492891 i 0.9802453594 −1.129649109 i −1.376602322
−0.4123924989 i −0.6825382899 1.129649109 i 1.609688046 −2.130064540 i
0.6190467108 −0.8918905074 i −1.376602322 2.130064540 i 3.121089384
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ .
Fig. 1. Sierpinski gasket.
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We can compare this result with the exact moments given by the recurrent formula (1):⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
1.0 −0.5773502693 i −0.3333333333 0.4123930495 i 0.6190476190
0.5773502693 i 0.7777777778 −0.7056503292 i −0.6825396825 0.8918923515 i
−0.3333333333 0.7056503292 i 0.9802469136 −1.129651479 i −1.376605792
−0.4123930495 i −0.6825396825 1.129651479 i 1.609691778 −2.130070359 i
0.6190476190 −0.8918923515 i −1.376605792 2.130070359 i 3.121098767
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ .
Note that in this case the approximation rate is slower than in the ﬁrst example because now the support is not included
in the unit ball and the absolute value of the moments diverges.
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